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SINGLE CARRIER SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT
Over the past several months, our work at the University of Michigan has concentrated on developing new techniques to overcome the limitations present in typical room temperature semiconductor materials when incorporated in gamma ray spectrometers. A major problem is the poor mobility of holes that leads to partial charge collection and poor energy resolution when configured as conventional radiation detectors. Many materials also show significant inhomogeneity and corresponding nonuniformity of charge carrier transport.
Our most recent work continues our long-standing efforts to develop semiconductor detectors based on the collection of only a single type of charge carrier.
Our best results are an extension of the principle of coplanar electrodes first described by Paul Luke of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 18 months ago. This technique, described in our past progress reports, has the effect of deriving an output signal from detectors that depends only on the motion of carriers close to one surface. Since nearly all of these carriers are of one type (electrons) that are attracted to that electrode, the net effect is to nearly eliminate the influence of hole motion on the properties of the output signal. The result is that the much better mobility of electrons in compound semiconductors materials such as CZT can now be exploited without the concurrent penalty of poor hole collection.
We have also developed new techniques in conjunction with the coplanar electrode principle that extends the technique into a new dimension. By proper processing of signals from the opposite electrode (the cathode) from the coplanar surface, we are able to derive a signal that is a good indication of the depth of interaction at which the charge carriers were initially formed. We have been the first . group to demonstrate this technique, and examples of separate pulse height spectra recorded at a variety of different depths of interaction are shown in several of the figures that follow. Briefly, this technique now provides the opportunity to correct for inhomogeneities as a function of depth into the detector, and also provide us with a new set of data that allows more precise optimization of the overall properties of the device when operated in simple coplanar mode.
Obtaining depth information is one step in the direction of obtaining volumetric point-of-interaction information from the detector. If one could know the coordinates of each specific interaction, then corrections could be applied to account for the inhomogeneities that currently plague many room-temperature devices. A1 though extracting additional position coordinates adds to the complexity of the system, advances in multi-channel readout electronics over the past several years now makes such an approach appear to be technology feasible. The coplanar electrode approach already subdivides the detector into strips, and an additional coordinate could be obtained simply by processing the signals from each strip in a separate channel.
Although we have not yet demonstrated position sensing beyond that of depth, we feel that this general approach is the correct one to ultimately overcome the limitations now set by materials properties in commercially available room-temperature semiconductor materials. We are confident that recent advances in multi-channel chip electronics (128 linear channels on a single chip are now commercially available) will permit rapid advances in this direction.
RECENT RESULTS
We have obtained a 1 cm3 cubic crystal of CZT and had coplanar electrodes fabricated on one surface. Using the conventional coplanar electrode technique, an energy resolution of 1.8 % FWHM at 662 keV was obtained without any selection of the gamma ray events that were accepted. When we plotted the energy spectra as a function of the gamma ray interaction depth, energy resolution of about 1.5% FWHM was obtained over about two-thirds of the detector volume. We have achieved the goal we set last year of improving the energy resolution to the 1-2% range, and done so on a larger crystal than we have previously used. To our knowledge, the results quoted above and shown in the figure that follows are the best obtained by any group with a room-temperature CZT detector of this volume. Since the results are stili very new, we feel that the potential exists for improving performance even further with additional development work.
We have also set up a system to study the digitized pulse waveforms from our detectors. This system allows insights to be gained as to the detailed mechanisms that are occurring within the detector, and has been a great help in optimizing factors such as electrode asymmetry effects and crystal inhomogenity. It also allows us to optimize the techniques used for pulse shaping and processing.
Although nearly all of our work is currently with cadmium zinc telluride (CZT), we are also exploring the possibility of applying similar techniques to mercuric iodide detectors. It is well known that major limitations in mercuric iodide performance are related to striations and other inhomogeneities in the crystals that are grown. Since our long-term objective is to obtain volumetric information from materials, we feel that there is some prospect of greatly improving the performance of mercuric iodide spectrometers by taking into account the nonuniformities and making appropriate corrections. We are in the process of working with a supplier of mercuric iodide crystals and specifying coplanar electrode patterns that will be fabricated on their surfaces. We would like to investigate whether the gains that have been realized in CZT are also applicable to mercuric iodide when coplanar electrode techniques are applied.
DIRECTIONAL GAMMA RAY DETECTOR
We are continuing to carry out modeling studies of different concepts aimed at providing coarse directionality to portable gamma ray detector systems. We have investigated techniques that are based on sensing fluorescent x-rays emitted from a cubic volume on which detectors are face-mounted, and also are investigating schemes based on the emission of secondary electrons from surfaces. This effort is at a low level (one precandidate doctoral student) and is only at the computational modeling stage at present. If we are able to identify a promising geometry that combines the desired directionality with adequate detection efficiency, we will proceed to bench top testing of small-scale prototypes. None of the schemes examined to date provide enough sensitivity to warrant experimental development at the present time, but we are continuing to explore unique geometries and detection mechanisms to enhance sensitivity while maintaining the directional characteristics of a readily portable device.
FIGURES 1 AND 2
The following figures show the results obtained using CZT detectors and the coplanar electrode technique. At the top of the page is the overall gamma ray spectrum using the entire volume of the crystal. At the bottom are separate pulse height spectra extracted for each depth of interaction using techniques described in the text. Results are presented both for a 5 nun cube (Fig. 1) and a 1 cm cube. (Fig. 2) . All results were obtained at room temperature.
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Energy spectra of a 1 cm cube coplanar CZT detector ( V(c-a) = -1400 V, V(al-a2) = +30 V, T = 22.5OC, shaping time = 2 The single polarity charge sensing method has been studied using coplanar electrodes on CdZnTe gamma-ray detectors. This method can meliorate the hole trapping problem of room-temperature semiconductor detectors. Our earlier measurement results confirmed that the energy resolution can be dramatically improved compared with that obtained using the conventional read out method on 5 mm cube CZT detectors. This paper presents our progress on CZT detectors of larger volume, such as 1 cm cubes. We suggested a method to obtain gamm&ray interaction depth between the cathode and the anode and our latest investigation is reported here. This technique can be used to correct for the electron trapping as a function of distance from the anodes. Significant improvement in energy resolution is demonstrated on corrected energy spectra by using a linear compensation technique and a method using a depth-dependent correction factor, and the two techniques are evaluated. Experimental results show that a position resolution of about 1 mm FWHM at 122 keV can be obtained on a 1 cm cube CZT detector. These results will be of interest in the design of higher performance and imaging related room-temperature semiconductor gamma-ray detectors.
The coplanar electrodes collect electron carrier signal only, therefore, the hole trapping problem can be eliminated. This method has been demonstrated to be able to improve y-ray energy resolution significantly. Subsequently, Barrett et al. FWHM at 662 keV has been obtained on a 1 cm cube CZT detector, and the energy spectrum is shown in Fig.1 . Furthermore, when a linear compensation technique and a method which uses a depth-dependent correction factor are used to correct for the raw energy spectrum, better energy resolutions are obtained. Position sensitivity is also evaluated on the 1 cm cube CZT detector and the experimental results show that a position resolution of about 1 mm FWHM at 122 keV can be obtained. These results will be of interest in the design of higher performance and imaging-related room-temperature semiconductor y-ray detectors. For: 1996 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium
